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ABSTRACT
This paper describes a utilization of the coal monitoring system, which is a clamp-on
particle sizer (CPS) device for monitoring particle size at the outlet of a classifier
model. The device is examined in terms of its capability to characterize moving
particles in the classifier outlet pipe. The architecture and working principle of the
device are explained. The device employs a high intensity continuous laser as a light
source and a digital camera to capture the particle images. The image analysis technique
has been implemented in extracting valuable information about the particles from the
images. Image processing algorithms were applied in the development of the software
and are described in this paper. In order to evaluate the repeatability of the CPS device
technique, the measurement was repeated three times. The deviation result confirmed
that the technique has a good repeatability in sizing the moving particles. Validation
was performed by comparing the CPS with shadow device. Mean sizes obtained by the
CPS device had differences of between 3.5 to 5% compared with the shadow device.
The capacity of the CPS device was successfully examined by by measuring the small
size and speed of the moving particles.
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INTRODUCTION
In the last half-century, global energy consumption has increased rapidly and is
expected to grow over the next 25 years. From 1980 to 2006, primary energy demand in
the world has shown an average annual increase of 1.9% (IEA, 2008). Fossil fuels
accounted for about 80.9% of total primary energy demand in 2006. This includes
consumption of oil, coal and natural gas at 34.3%, 26% and 20.5%, respectively.
Electrical power, transportation, heating and industry are the major sectors using
primary energy sources. Statistics from the International Energy Agency (IEA) World
Energy Outlook 2008 shows that the global demand for electricity increased by nearly a
quarter between 2000 and 2006 (IEA, 2008). This was due to electricity becoming the
preferred form of energy for various consumer products and industry applications.
Pulverized coal power stations dominate the electric power industry by providing the
thermal energy which produces about 41% of the world's electric supply. It is designed
and constructed to convert energy from fuel, coal, into electric power. It produces
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electricity by burning pulverized coal to generate the thermal energy for a boiler. This
coal-fired boiler provides steam to drive large turbines. Coal is the world’s second most
important fuel after oil, accounting for 26% of global energy demand. It remains the
main fuel for power generation. In 2005, global electricity generation from coal-fired
power stations reached over 40% of the total (IEA, 2007). This is illustrated in Figure 1
where coal is the main contributor as the source of electricity production.

Figure 1. Fuel shares in world electricity production in 2005 (IEA, 2007).
Globally, coal remained the dominant source of electricity generation in 2035,
although its share declined to 41% by 2008, and is predicted to decline to 32% by 2035.
On the other hand, power generation based on fossil-fuels emitted about 41% of the
world’s CO2 emissions. Emissions from coal alone reached 73.5% of total power
emission, while gas and oil produced CO2 at 19.5% and 7%, respectively. Pulverized
coal units cause significant environmental concerns (Belošević, Tomanović, Beljanski,
Tucaković, & Živanović, 2013; Czarnowska & Frangopoulos, 2012; Shen, Liu, Zhang,
& Jiang, 2013). Emissions of sulfur and nitrogen oxides contribute to acid rain and
ozone formation and are dangerous to human and ecosystem health. Other emissions
include particulate matter, heavy metals such as mercury and arsenic, and carbon
dioxide. Because coal is largely composed of carbon, with relatively little hydrogen, its
combustion leads to a higher level of carbon dioxide emissions per unit of energy
released than do petroleum-based fuels or natural gas (Goswami & Kreith, 2007; Muda
& Boosroh, 2013). In protecting our environment, cleaner electricity generation is very
important for coal-fired power stations, and so emissions have to be controlled and well
managed. One method involves improving the first stage of coal as supplied to the
burner which is in a pulverizer. This paper describes the use of a fuel management
system, the clamp-on particle sizer device, in monitoring the size of particles from a
classifier outlet model.
PULVERISED COAL MONITORING SYSTEM
Description of Pulverizer
The pulverizer is equipment that consists of a grinder and a classifier. It is usually used
in coal-fired power stations to crush the coal and to ensure that the optimum size of coal
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particles for burning is below 75 microns. This finer size of coal is very important in the
combustion process so that higher efficiency and lower emissions from power
generation can be achieved. In coal-fired power stations, pulverized coals from the
grinder are delivered to a device that sorts wide particle size distribution by size. These
are called classifiers. They allow a certain cut size to proceed to the burner, while
rejecting the particles that are above this pre-determined cut size. The larger particles
are then re-directed back to the grinder, where they are crushed further. For
experimental purposes, a laboratory scale model is about a third the size of a typical
classifier, and designed to mimic an industrial air classifier (Afolabi, Aroussi, Mat Isa,
& Al-Atabi, 2009). Its design is based on the vertical spindle mill static classifier with
four outlets (Figure 2).

Figure 2. The laboratory scale classifier model (Afolabi et al., 2009).
Clamp-on Particle Sizer
This is device developed in-house and used specifically to monitor online particle size
at the outlet of the classifier. It is installed in one of the classifier outlets to monitor the
coal or particle size distribution. It is based on optical and digital image analysis
techniques and was developed for the automated determination of the properties of
particles, such as their size. The principles of optical based particle characterization
have been discussed by many researchers (Tinke et al., 2008; Tropea, 2011). In this
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study, the device required 8-bit digital images of the solid-gas flow under investigation.
Analysis of the images was performed through an automated processing algorithm. In
this study, the CPS is applied to obtain the size distribution of particles at the outlet of
the classifier pipe.
EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
The CPS device is based on the extraction of information from digital images. In order
to acquire these images, several pieces of equipment were used. The following sections
describe the function of each component and also explain the CPS system setup.
Components of the CPS Device
Four major components were used in the development of CPS, which include a laser, a
digital camera, a compact vision system (CVS) and a monitor. All these components
were integrated, to make the whole system work (Figure 3(a)). A software program was
developed using LabView codes in order to perform automated image processing and
analysis tasks.

(a)

(b)

Figure 3. (a) Clamp-on particle sizer and (b) Components inside the device.
Figure 3(b) shows the setup of the components inside the clamp-on housing. A
continuous wave (Nakatsu & Hughes, 2008) laser was used as a light source for the
digital camera. A proper amount of light is necessary so that good quality particle
images can be achieved. The maximum output of the laser is 2 watts and it produced a
1.8mm continuous beam size, with a 532nm wavelength. The laser beam is converted to
a laser sheet using a cylindrical rod.
A digital camera is used to capture illuminated particles in the classifier outlet
pipe. It is equipped with IEEE1394-b connectors to allow a fast image transfer speed.
This monochrome camera has a resolution of up to 1280 x 960 pixels. The position of
the camera and the laser is set to be perpendicular, similar to that of the particle image
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velocimetry setup (PIV). A compact vision system (CVS) is used as a platform to
control the image acquisition of the camera. The developed software is installed in the
CVS in order to run a stand-alone application that performs an online measurement of
particle size. The CVS is equipped with an embedded processor to process and analyze
images acquired by the camera. A monitor is used to display online results. These
results are obtained from the developed software where the software automatically
processes and analyzes the acquired images and plots them into graphs. The purpose of
the CPS device is to characterize small micron-sized particles, thus, it is important to
have a higher magnification of image. A 60mm micro-lens equipped with a spacer is
therefore used in this study. As a result, the field of view (FOV) of the image, with a
resolution of 1280 x 960 pixels, is 5.24mm x 3.93mm. The optical configuration of this
current setup has produced an image magnification factor of 0.92 and has a 150mm
working distance.
Measurement of Particle Size
In this experiment, fillite (grade 160) particles were used to mimic the pulverized coal
in the classifier. The CPS was installed on one of the outlets of the classifier. A
centrifugal blower was switched on to run the classifier (Figure 2). The speed of the
blower was controlled to ensure a certain cut size proceeded to the outlet, and the
particles above this pre-determined cut size were dropped to base of classifier. The CPS
device was based on the direct illumination technique. A continuous laser sheet was
produced to illuminate the particles in the outlet pipe. A sequence of images was
acquired by the camera at high shutter speed. This high speed is required to freeze the
movement of the particles. Once an image was acquired by the camera, it was then
directly transferred to the memory of the CVS via an IEEE-1394b FireWire cable for
processing. The image was processed and analyzed using the developed software in
order to obtain the droplet size distribution and mean size. Online results were then seen
things on a monitor.
Digital Image Processing and Analysis
The image analysis technique was applied to extract valuable information from the
images (Hess & L’Esperance, 2009). Once the raw image was received by the software,
it was processed to enhance its appearance and then analyzed to extract the desired
information, such as number of pixels occupied by a single particle. The developed
software was produced using a LabView code. This similar program has been used to
characterize spray particles as discussed by previous researchers (Aroussi, Lad,
Muhamad Said, Adebayo, & Al-Atabi, 2010; Muhamad Said & Aroussi, 2010). The
flowchart of the algorithms is outlined in Figure 4. After image acquisition, the first
processing stage was image enhancement, a process to improve an image so that it looks
subjectively better (Petrou & Bosdogianni, 1999). In this study, the approach was to
enhance the image by changing the brightness, contrast and gamma values. The filter
function was also applied to compute backgrounds in order to correct the light drifts.
The second stage of image processing was image segmentation. This extracted
the outlines of different regions in the image so as to divide the image into regions
which are made up of pixels. In this case, thresholding was used to separate the particles
from the background. In order to obtain the area of a single particle, the number of
pixels that represented a single dark object was calculated.
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Figure 4. Algorithms of the developed software
This algorithm also determined the number of particles per image. An
algorithm of result presentation was created to calculate the particle diameter based on
the area of the particles, and to display a real-time plot of their size distribution. In this
case, the calculation of particle size was based on equivalent diameter as shown in
Equation (1).
𝐷𝑝 = 2

𝐴𝑝
𝜋

(1)

where Dp was the equivalent diameter of the particle and Ap was the area of the particle
(Kashdan, Shrimpton, & Whybrew, 2003). This developed software identified every
particle in the image and maintained a list of data that contained information regarding
each of the particles.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
In this study, the fillite particles size that flow inside a classifier outlet pipe were
measured using a CPS device. A direct illumination technique was applied to obtain
particles images. In this method, the particles were directly illuminated with a light
sheet, and a camera acquired the scattered image of the particles. A fast shutter speed in
the camera was used to freeze the particles in motion so that the camera could capture
clear particle images. The images were then processed and analyzed using the
developed software to obtain the drop size distribution and mean size. Particle size
measurement through a shadow sizing device was also performed to validate the CPS
results.
Image Calibration
In principle, the image analysis system used images to determine particle size, therefore,
calibration against known size or dimension was critical to the validity of the results. A
calibration image was used to assess the absolute accuracy of the system, where a
known dimension image was used to transform a pixel coordinate to a real-world
coordinate through scaling in the x and y (horizontal and vertical) directions. In this
experiment, a static image were used for the calibration. The camera was positioned
over a known dimension of graph paper which was placed on a flat surface. The image
was translated from pixels to micron units. Figure 5 depicts the calibration plot of the
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image. It shows that 1mm of distance was equal to 240 pixels, so it could be concluded
that one pixel of image was equal to 0.0041mm or 4.1 µm.
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Figure 5. Image calibration plot.
Particle Size Analysis
Figure 6(a) shows an acquired image of fillite particles at the classifier outlet pipe. It
shows that the particles did not overlap due to a lower concentration of the particles.
There were also some blurred particle images depicted, which was due to the camera
being out of focus. In order to determine an accurate particle size distribution, only infocus images of particles were selected during the image segmentation process. Figure
6(b) therefore shows that the number of particles on a processed image is less than on
the captured image. The acquired raw image was enhanced and segmented to produce
the processed image as described in previous section.

(b)

(a)

Figure 6. (a) Captured image, and (b) Processed image by CPS device.
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Figure 7 shows the actual raw image recorded by shadow device. The shadow
device captured shadow images of particles and used a pulsed laser light to freeze the
particle movement. Figure 8(a) illustrates a comparison of the volume size distribution
between CPS and the shadow sizing device. Both devices are similar in terms of the
shape of the plot. The measured particle size distributions for both show that the size
ranges were from 20 to 220µm. A total of approximately 4000 particles were detected
for each device in producing the distribution. Figure 8(b) shows the cumulative volume
distribution that was calculated based on the volume distribution (Allen, 1997). It
clearly shows that the CPS result agreed closely with the shadow. Both methods
detected 100% of the particles were below 220 µm.

Figure 7. Actual raw image acquired by shadow device
Figure 9(a) shows that the CPS measured approximately 73, 114 and 152µm of
the particles that were below 10%, 50% and 90%, respectively. The shadow device
detected lower sizes, with percentage differences at 12%, 6% and 2%. The CPS also
measured a 5% higher Arithmetic Mean and 3.5% increase in Sauter Mean Diameter
(SMD) compared to the shadow device (Figure 9(b)). The higher values detected by the
CPS device are probably due to the high intensity of light scattered by the particles. As
mentioned earlier, the device is based on a direct illumination technique where the
particles are in direct contact with the light sheet, so the sizes obtained by CPS may
appear bigger than those obtained by shadow.In this study, fillite particle sizing by CPS
device was repeated three times to investigate the repeatability of the technique. For
each test, at least 100 images were acquired and analyzed. On average, 35 particles were
detected on each image.
Figure 10 shows the deviation data in three different tests. Deviation is the
difference between average particle sizes in each test with the mean particle size. The
result is that all the tests produced less difference compared to each other. The deviation
for all tests were recorded as below 10%. This means that the CPS has a good
repeatability in sizing the particles.
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Figure 10. Deviation results for three different tests.
CONCLUSIONS
This paper has presented the utilization, operational principles and evaluation of a
pulverized coal monitoring system, the CPS device. The device was tested for its
measurement of solid fillite particle size distribution and mean size at the classifier
outlet pipe model. Image enhancement and image segmentation were applied to
eliminate the particles which were not in focus. This was important to obtain accurate
particle size. The CPS device has good repeatability in sizing moving particles. This
was confirmed through the deviation results of this study. Mean sizes obtained by the
CPS device showed increments between 3.5 to 5% compared with the shadow device.
This was believed to be due to the high intensity of light scattered by the particles,
where the particles were in direct contact with the light sheet. The ability of the CPS
device was examined by successfully measuring small sized and fast moving particles.
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